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PERSONAL STATEMENT

"Construction is a long
process with obstacles
that require nurturing,
 understanding, and well
thought out resolutions.
Working side by side with
clients and contractors is
a key element to ensuring
great award-winning
finished products, ones
where both parties
continue to maintain an
open relationship for
years beyond."

Juan Camilo  Ospina Londoño
PRINCIPAL /  LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT

Bachelor of Landscape Architecture, City College of 

American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA)
Leaders of Design Council
Institute of Classical Architecture and Art (ICAA)

Based in the firm's Los Angeles office and serving clients
worldwide, Juan Camilo Ospina Londoño is sought out by
residential clients to create the vision for their home or property
and then bring it to life. From creating one-of-a-kind landscape
architecture designs to managing the construction through all its
phases, he is trusted by clients and contractors alike to bring every
project successfully to completion.

For nearly two decades, Juan worked for one of the preeminent
landscape, hardscape and pool design firms in the Tri-State area
of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut. He was responsible for
creating the vision for projects, supervising construction, leading
contract negotiations, selecting materials, and delivering projects
on time and within budget, earning numerous industry awards for
his work.

Described by peers as a true "Renaissance man," Juan's interests in
artistry, design and botany were honed during his childhood in
Colombia and, later, living in New York and New Jersey. 

Today, as partner and principal of Hoffman & Ospina, Juan brings
his global perspectives and artist's eye to create unique designs —
from large luxury estates to inspiring micro-spaces — for high-end
residences in California, across the United States and worldwide.

In addition to his passion for his work, Juan has a heart for giving
back and can be found teaching martial arts or art classes to
underserved children in his community.
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SPECIAL INTERESTS

Botany
Landscape
Hardscape
Pool design
Painting and sculpture

www.linkedin.com/company/
hoffman-ospina-landscape-
architecture

@hoffmanospina


